. This definition implies a small distinction between cluster blobs and backbone blobs; bond k in Fig. 1 is a member of the cluster blob containing bondi, but is not a member of the corresponding blob on the backbone defined by reference bonds i and j. Only a subset of the blobs and fragmenting bonds on a cluster appear as blobs and red bonds on any particular backbone of the cluster (Fig. 1) . The essential connectivity of percolation clusters can be described simply as a branched network or tree of blobs of various masses linked by fragmenting bonds. This network is much like a Bethe lattice (Cayley tree), with blobs occupying the vertices, except here the vertex mass and the coordina-
both at the external surface and deep within the pores of a random porous solid can cause fragmentation of the solid as the pores widen and fuse [1] . Percolation theory [2] would seem an ideal tool for studying these nearly isotropic random processes. Percolation models of fragmentation [3 -5] provide important geometrical information which is absent from rate-equation approaches for fragmentation [6 -8] . Moreover, these percolation models raise fundamental questions about the blob-mass distribution on percolation clusters and identify this distribution as a key element in the overall understanding of the structure of percolation clusters. The primary goal of this Brief Report is to understand this distribution using scaling arguments and two-dimensional (2D) Monte Carlo simulations.
Percolation clusters are defined as sets of adjacent occupied sites or bonds (unit line segments) on a lattice randomly occupied with probability p. Above the percolation threshold p~, a spanning cluster exists on the infinite lattice [9] . The transition at p, features critical behavior analogous to that of thermal phase transitions, most importantly self-similar clusters with simple scaling properties [2] . The desire to understand transport in random materials has motivated careful studies of the structure of percolation clusters [10, 11] . These studies emphasize the cluster surface or "hull" [12] and the cluster backbone [13 -17) .
The blob-mass distribution on the backbone has been carefully studied at p, [14] . For What is the form of the cluster blob-mass distribution and how does it differ, if at all, from the backbone blobmass distribution? What is the dependence of the coordination number on the blob mass? As will be seen, the answers to these questions provide fundamental information about the internal structure of percolation clusters relevant to the &agmentation of random porous solids. To test Eqs. (1) and (2) and to determine the exponents numerically, we performed 2D Monte Carlo simulations involving 42861 clusters generated using the Leath method [18] on a square bond lattice at p, = 1/2. Once the &agmenting bonds are identified on a particular cluster [5] , one more pass through the list of cluster bonds is sufBcient to determine the blob-mass distribution for that cluster. This is done using a burning algorithm [14] , which starts at one end of a fragmenting bond and burns only non&agmenting bonds until all of these are burned, thereby counting the number of bonds burned in this process (the blob mass). Figure 2 shows a log-log plot of n, s as a function of 6 for four different cluster masses. Evident in the figure are a power-law decay for small b and a cutoff at large b consistent with Eq. (1). . The peak near x = 1 implies an excess of blobs just below the cutofF, whereas the sharpness of the cutoff at higher x rejects an extreme sensitivity of the cluster blob-mass distribution to the blob mass [2] n, (L) = s f(s/L ).
The total density of these clusters, given by the integral of n, (L) over all cluster masses, has a singular part which scales as L~~. This singular part measures the density of only the largest clusters on the lattice since it arises from the integration over the largest cluster masses. That is, the integration of the cluster distribution function is performed over the largest cluster masses only, say, from a fraction of the cutoK mass 8 
It seems natural to hypothesize that there should be a finite number of these largest clusters for any size lattice in two dimensions. Then as criticality is approached (here, as L -+ oo), the total number of these largest clusters approaches a constant L"+, requiring that Introducing a "cluster granularity" further illuminates this hyperscaling relation as well as the finite-8 scaling of the total fraction p, = cps~" & + ai of blob bonds on a cluster. The granularity G of blobs on percolation clusters is defined as the ratio of the cutofF blob mass to the cluster mass G = B/s s' . Since the scaling part of this total blob fraction arises from the finite number of largest blobs whose mass approximately equals the cutoK mass, the scaling part of the total fraction should dier from the granularity only by a factor of the constant number of these largest blobs; this also leads to r' -1 = 1/z. Furthermore, the cluster granularity plays an important role in p, , even to rather large s (Fig. 3 ,
Although individual cluster and backbone blobs are nearly identical, their mass distributions are quite difFerent. The backbone blob-mass distribution [14] the backbone than small cluster blobs; the backbone is populated preferentially with large cluster blobs. In fact, the granularity of blobs on the backbone is a constant of order unity, being the ratio of the cutoK blob mass to the backbone mass, which both scale as L; in contrast, the granularity of blobs on clusters goes to zero for large clusters.
The coordination number Zb, defined as the average number of fragmenting bonds attached to blobs of mass 6 , is interesting because it describes the overall connectivity of percolation clusters. Its scaling [21] Zb b, independent of cluster mass, indicates that the average number of links emanating from a blob is proportional to the blob mass. This is in contrast to backbone blobs where only the two links to the backbone are relevant. This result, coupled with the results on the blob-mass distribution, constitutes an important addition to the nodes, links, and blobs picture of percolation clusters [10, 11] . Studies of the distribution of the number of fragmenting bonds per link might further illuminate the structure of percolation clusters.
In conclusion, we have described the distribution of blobs on critical percolation clusters using a scaling theory and numerical simulations. The blob-mass distribution exponent 7' = 1 + D/D, being a combination of the percolation cluster dimension D and the backbone dimension D, reHects the geometry of fractal clusters (blobs) embedded in a fractal substrate (the percolation cluster) .
